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Abstract: Abnormal electricity consumption behavior not only affects the safety of power supply
but also damages the infrastructure of the power system, posing a threat to the secure and stable
operation of the grid. Predicting future electricity consumption plays a crucial role in resource
management in the energy sector. Analyzing historical electricity consumption data is essential for
improving the energy service capabilities of end-users. To forecast user energy consumption, this
paper proposes a method that combines adaptive noise-assisted complete ensemble empirical mode
decomposition (CEEMDAN) with long short-term memory (LSTM) networks. Firstly, considering
the challenge of directly applying prediction models to non-stationary and nonlinear user electricity
consumption data, the adaptive noise-assisted complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition
algorithm is used to decompose the signal into trend components, periodic components, and random
components. Then, based on the CEEMDAN decomposition, an LSTM prediction sub-model is
constructed to forecast the overall electricity consumption by using an overlaying approach. Finally,
through multiple comparative experiments, the effectiveness of the CEEMDAN-LSTM method is
demonstrated, showing its ability to explore hidden temporal relationships and achieve smaller
prediction errors.

Keywords: power forecasting; data analysis; CEEMDAN decomposition; LSTM forecasting

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of science, technology, and the economy, the demand
for electricity continues to increase, leading to the expansion of the power grid and the
increasing complexity of power systems. The issue of data security in power grids has also
attracted attention, as ensuring the secure and reliable operation of the power system is
crucial for the stable functioning of the national economy.

Numerous research studies and discussions have been conducted internationally on
smart grids. As a key technology in smart grids, the advanced metering infrastructure
integrates smart meters, communication networks, and data management systems, enabling
bidirectional communication between utility centers and customers [1]. The application of
digital smart meters and the introduction of network layers in metering systems have also
introduced new avenues for electricity theft [2]. Electricity theft not only causes financial
losses for power companies but also poses a significant risk to the security of the power grid.
It can lead to damage to low-voltage electrical equipment, local power supply interruptions,
and even power grid accidents. In the event of a cascading effect, it can result in severe
consequences such as large-scale power outages. Additionally, electricity theft incidents
have resulted in electrical fires and casualties. In recent years, nearly 40% of electrical
fires have been caused by abnormal electricity consumption and illegal acts of damaging
power facilities, with even higher proportions in densely populated areas such as shared
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rental accommodations. Once electricity thieves succeed, they often excessively use high-
energy-consuming appliances, leading to line overloads and serious fire safety hazards.
Non-technical losses in power systems represent an urgent safety issue. Predicting user
electricity consumption has significant guidance for power companies in handling related
matters. Furthermore, the focus of prediction has shifted from a macroscopic perspective
to a microscopic perspective, emphasizing the importance of load prediction in improving
end-user energy service capabilities.

In the context of the major domains of “New Infrastructure”, including 5G base
stations, big data centers, artificial intelligence, and industrial Internet, the emphasis
lies in the era of digitization and intelligence. The Internet of Things (IoT) provides
robust data support for rational data utilization [3]. Proper utilization of electric grid
data enables the monitoring and detection of grid conditions, ensuring real-time system
security [4,5]. By mining historical and real-time data [6], the diagnosis, optimization, and
prediction of grid states can be achieved, thereby enhancing grid management capabilities,
optimizing resource allocation, identifying operational patterns, and formulating rational
plans to ensure grid stability, security, and economic efficiency. Statistical data indicates
that with every 10% increase in the utilization of power data, the profitability of power
companies can rise by 20–40%. However, the challenge lies in the effective extraction of
valuable information from the vast and heterogeneous power data [7], including identifying
abnormal users and predicting short-term power loads for the future. A comparison
between previous research and this study is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The comparison of related works. (“
√

” if the solution satisfies the property, “×” if not).

Ref. Focus Main Contribution Adaptive Data Signal Frequency
Overlap

Vanishing
Gradient

[8] Residential electricity
load forecasting

The study tested a framework based
on LSTM-RNN to predict the

expected future load.
× ×

√

[9] Predicting activity
signal frequencies

A deep learning model called
EMD-LSTM-CNN, based on LSTM,

CNN, and EMD methods, is proposed
to predict frequency signals.

√
×

√

[10]
High-speed

nonlinear circuit
prediction

A BN-RNN method is proposed for
predicting circuit. × ×

√

Our work Residential electricity
load forecasting

A user electricity consumption
forecasting method is proposed, using

CEEMDAN and LSTM network.

√ √ √

This paper proposes a user electricity consumption prediction method that combines
CEEMDAN with LSTM networks in the context of secure electricity usage. The contribu-
tions of this study can be summarized as follows:

• By enhancing the algorithm, the utilization of CEEMDAN effectively characterizes
the local transient characteristics of the signal. This greatly assists the load prediction
model in exploring hidden temporal relationships more comprehensively.

• Based on the CEEMDAN algorithm, a specially designed sliding window is employed
to avoid the inefficiency of model training caused by excessively long input data
sequences. The sliding window preserves the long-term trend components, periodic
components, and random components of the load.

• Leveraging the capabilities of LSTM, a multi-layer neural network is used to indi-
vidually model and predict the components and residuals. This approach better
captures the dynamic patterns and random fluctuations of electricity consumption
data, thereby enhancing the accuracy and interpretability of electricity load prediction.
The predicted results of these components are then reconstructed to obtain the final
electricity consumption prediction.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work,
Section 3 introduces the CEEMDAN decomposition, Section 4 describes the LSTM network
design, Section 5 presents the experimental design and result analysis, and Section 6
provides the conclusion.

2. Related Works

With the advancement of technology, the analysis and prediction of anomalies in various
industries such as weather [11], transportation [12–14], and electricity [15] have been con-
ducted to avoid losses. Particularly, the demand for electrical energy continues to grow. The
safety issues in the power industry have attracted widespread attention. Currently, methods
for electricity consumption forecasting can be mainly classified into two categories: the first
category includes traditional forecasting methods such as linear regression analysis, tradi-
tional time series modeling, and periodic factor models; the second category includes machine
learning prediction methods, such as time series methods [16], deep learning networks [17,18],
gradient boosting decision trees, and support vector machine regression [19].

For the detection and prediction of electricity consumption, transmitting a large
amount of data from different regions to a central node for detection and prediction not
only suffers from poor real-time performance but also increases unnecessary energy con-
sumption [20]. Edge computing has been widely studied in various industries, enabling
data processing at the edge [21,22], thereby improving data processing efficiency and
avoiding security issues associated with data transmission. Ning et al. [23] developed a
cost-effective home health monitoring system based on mobile edge computing and 5G tech-
nology, reducing the cost of IoT healthcare systems. As the demand for real-time mobile
application processing continues to grow, multi-access edge computing has been consid-
ered a promising paradigm to extend computational resources to the network edge [24–26].
In the context of edge computing, Wang et al. [27] also proposed wireless charging methods
to address the insufficient energy consumption of mobile edge computing.

High-precision electricity forecasting plays a crucial role in maintaining a balanced
power supply, and deep learning has proven beneficial in electricity load prediction, yield-
ing promising results in various practical applications [28]. Significant advancements have
been made in deep learning for time series forecasting [29]. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) have achieved remarkable success in natural language processing [30], semantic
recognition [31], and image recognition [32], making them a commonly used network
framework for time series prediction. However, in the field of electricity load forecast-
ing, where extensive time series data extraction and analysis are required, the gradient
vanishing problem of RNNs has emerged as a major obstacle limiting their predictive
performance [33,34]. In response to this limitation, LSTM, which is built upon the develop-
ments of RNNs, has effectively addressed the gradient vanishing problem and has become
the main direction of current research [35].

Lin et al. [36] validated the suitability of LSTM-based models for residential load
forecasting, indicating further improvements when more data are available. Kong et al. [8]
proposed an LSTM-based forecasting model for short-term load prediction in industrial
and commercial enterprises, considering various factors such as dates. Through empir-
ical experiments, they demonstrated its excellent performance across multiple metrics.
However, directly applying prediction models to non-stationary short-term power con-
sumption data hinders the exploration of deeper temporal features [37]. Moreover, with
the majority of vehicles being electric, the temporal feature problem becomes more com-
plex [38–40]. Saman et al. [41] presented a combined algorithm that integrates empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) with LSTM neural networks for short-term load forecasting.
Their approach effectively improved prediction accuracy while highlighting the advantages
of signal decomposition in load forecasting. Nevertheless, EMD algorithms are prone to
mode mixing, which can lead to a loss of specific physical meanings in the intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs) [42]. Chen et al. [43] proposed a model based on deep residual networks
to predict short-term load, devising an improved deep residual network to enhance the
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prediction results. They employed a two-stage ensemble strategy to enhance the gener-
alization capability of the proposed model. Although the aforementioned studies have
explored short-term electricity forecasting techniques from various aspects, there is still
room for improving the accuracy of non-stationary short-term user electricity predictions,
warranting further research. To overcome the limitations of analysis methods lacking adapt-
ability, Norden proposed a signal time-frequency processing approach using EMD and
Hilbert spectral analysis. Due to its adaptive nature, this decomposition method is suitable
for analyzing and processing nonlinear and non-stationary signals. The decomposition is
performed based on the inherent time scale characteristics of the data, eliminating the need
for pre-defined basis functions. It is precisely due to this adaptive characteristic that, in
theory, the EMD method can be applied to any type of signal decomposition. Therefore,
when dealing with non-stationary and nonlinear data, EMD exhibits significant advantages.

3. Sequence Decomposition Based on Sliding Window

This study aims to compare various sequence decomposition methods to identify the
most suitable method for load data decomposition. Additionally, a special sliding window
is designed to extract the periodic component, trend component, and random component
of the load sequence.

3.1. Empirical Mode Decomposition

Once introduced, the EMD method quickly found applications in various engineering
fields, such as wind power, solar energy, atmospheric observations, and brain signals, for
mode parameter recognition and identification. The EMD method iteratively extracts a
series of IMFs and applies the Hilbert transform to obtain physically meaningful instanta-
neous frequencies for each component. Compared to traditional signal analysis methods,
the EMD method is not constrained by the uncertainty principle and can achieve higher
frequency resolution. Moreover, the EMD decomposition is based on the intrinsic charac-
teristics of the signal itself, eliminating the need for predefined basis functions, which gives
it an unparalleled advantage in terms of adaptability. The EMD method enables adaptive
decomposition and processing of non-stationary signals.

Due to its reliance on the intrinsic characteristics of the signal, the EMD approach
possesses complete adaptability. The EMD decomposition method assumes a hidden
underlying condition that for any given sequence, there exist numerous oscillatory modes
with different frequencies that superpose to form the entire data. Each oscillatory mode,
defined as an IMF, must satisfy the following two conditions:

1. At any given time point, the average value of the envelope defined by the maximum
and minimum values is zero.

2. Over the entire dataset, the number of extrema is either equal to the number of
zero-crossings or, at most, differs by one.

The steps for EMD decomposition are as follows:

1. For any signal sequence x(t), first identify all the extrema points on x(t). Then, use
cubic spline interpolation to connect all the local maxima to form the upper envelope.
Similarly, connect all the local minima to form the lower envelope, ensuring that all
data points lie between these two envelopes. The average value of the upper and
lower envelopes is denoted as m(t). Calculate the difference between x(t) and m(t),
denoted as h(t), using the following equation:

h(t) = x(t)−m(t) (1)

2. Replace the original sequence with h(t) and repeat step (1) until h(t) satisfies the two
conditions of an IMF. h(t) that satisfies these conditions is considered as the first IMF.
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The standard deviation (SD) is commonly used to determine whether h(t) qualifies as
an IMF.

SD =

T
∑

t=0

∣∣∣h(k−1)(t)− hk(t)
∣∣∣2

T
∑

t=0

∣∣∣h(k−1)(t)
∣∣∣2 (2)

where T represents the length of sequence x(t). hk(t) denotes the data after k iterations
of sifting. It is generally recommended to set the SD value between 0.1 and 0.3. When
the condition 0.1 < SD < 0.3 is met, the decomposition stops, and the first IMF
component c1 = hk(t) is obtained.

3. Subtracting component c1 from the original sequence x(t) yields the residual compo-
nent r1(t), i.e.:

r1(t) = x(t)− c1 (3)

A flowchart of the EMD algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Flowchart of the EMD Algorithm.

The process continues by considering r1(t) as a new sequence and repeating steps
(1) and (2) to obtain the second IMF component c2, and this process is iterated until
the termination condition for signal decomposition is met, which is when the residual
component rn(t) becomes a monotonic function. At this stage, rn(t) is referred to as the
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residual component of the original sequence. The complete decomposition process and its
results are illustrated as follows:

r1(t) = x(t)− c1, r2(t) = r1(t)− c2, · · · , rn(t) = rn−1(t)− cn (4)

x(t) =
n

∑
i=1

ci + rn(t) (5)

3.2. Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition

EMD decomposition is an empirical algorithm without strict mathematical speci-
fications. It has several limitations and drawbacks in practical applications, including
mode mixing, spurious components, and endpoint effects. Mode mixing refers to the
phenomenon where IMF components from different time scales are mistakenly identified
as the same IMF component, or IMF components from the same time scale are decomposed
into multiple IMF components. Mathematically, this corresponds to the coupling between
different IMF components. Mode mixing affects all IMF components and can lead to the
presence of physically meaningless IMF components as the iteration progresses. To address
this issue, a new improved algorithm called EEMD is introduced. The EEMD algorithm
follows the following steps:

1. A Gaussian white noise sequence ωn(t), n = 1, 2, · · · , N is added to the original signal
x(t), creating a mixed signal of signal and noise: Bulleted lists look like this:

Xn(t) = x(t) + ωn(t) (6)

2. Perform EMD decomposition on the signal Xn(t) with added noise, resulting in IMF
components ci,n(t), i = 1, 2, · · · , m and a residual component rm,n(t), as follows:

Xn(t) =
m

∑
i=1

ci,n(t) + rm,n(t) (7)

3. Repeat step (2) to obtain sets of distinct IMF component collections and residual
collections.

The final result is obtained by performing ensemble averaging on the N sets of distinct
IMF component collections and residual collections. The IMF components corresponding
to the original signal can be represented as follows:

ci(t) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

ci,n(t) (8)

rm(t) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

rm,n(t) (9)

To overcome the computational time and residual noise issues associated with EEMD
and to reduce the number of sifting iterations with fewer averaging runs, an improved
method called CEEMDAN is used. In CEEMDAN, adaptive white noise is added multiple
times at each stage to achieve nearly 0% reconstruction error with fewer averaging runs.
In this paper, we will analyze and describe the specific application steps of CEEMDAN.
Compared to EMD and EEMD methods, CEEMDAN has the following advantages:

1. Introducing additional noise coefficients to control the noise level during each decom-
position [44];

2. Complete and noise-free reconstruction process [44];
3. Requires fewer experimental runs and is more efficient [45].
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3.3. Sliding-Window-Based CEEMDAN Decomposition for Time Series Analysis

The user’s load profile is a time series that exhibits both periodicity and a certain
degree of randomness. The load data are observed at different time scales, such as hours,
days, weeks, months, and years, capturing the regularities of residential activities that are
nested within larger cycles. Additionally, user behavior contains certain random elements.
These characteristics pose challenges to load forecasting. Inspired by signal decomposition
techniques, this study utilizes the adaptive CEEMDAN method to decompose the electricity
load sequence into its trend, periodic, and random components. This approach, which
characterizes the features of the load sequence, provides valuable insights into subsequent
forecasting tasks.

CEEMDAN obtains the IMF by introducing white noise with specific frequency bands
at each decomposition stage. Firstly, let Ek(.) represent the IMF mode generated by
EMD decomposition, Noi represent the white noise that satisfies the standard normal
distribution,x(t) represent the original signal, and ĨMFk represent the IMF mode generated
by CEEMDAN. The specific algorithm is as follows:

Step 1: CEEMDAN conducts I experiments on the original data x(t) + ε0Noi,
(i = 1, 2, · · · , I) by adding white noise following a standard normal distribution. The
first IMF mode component obtained through EMD decomposition is:

ĨMF1 =
1
I

I

∑
i=1

IMF1
i (10)

Step 2: In the first stage of k = 1, remove the ĨMF1 mode component from the original
signal and calculate the residual signal:

r1(t) = x(t)− ĨMF1 (11)

Step 3: Construct the ensemble residual signal r1(t) + ε1E1(Noi(t)), (i = 1, 2, · · · , I)
and perform EMD decomposition on the ensemble signal to obtain ĨMF2:

ĨMF2 =
1
I

I

∑
i=1

E1(r1(t) + ε1E1(Noi(t))) (12)

For k = 2, 3, · · · , K, the calculation process is similar. First, calculate the k residual

signal rk(t); then, calculate the k + 1 IMF component ˜IMFk + 1:

rk(t) = rk−1(t)− ĨMFk (13)

˜IMFk+1 =
1
I

I

∑
i=1

E1(rk(t) + εkEk(Noi(t))) (14)

Step 4: When the number of extreme points in the residual signal is less than 3, the
obtained residual signal cannot be further decomposed, and the algorithm terminates. At
this point, a total of K IMF components is obtained, and the final decomposition result is:

x(t) =
K

∑
k=1

ĨMFk + rK(t) (15)

In the CEEMDAN method, the εk coefficient allows for the selection of the signal-to-
noise ratio during the noise addition stage. Regarding the amplitude of the added noise in
the CEEMDAN method, it follows the EEMD approach, where small-amplitude noise is
used to handle signals dominated by high-frequency components, while large-amplitude
noise is used to handle signals dominated by low-frequency components. If the amplitude
of the added noise is too small or too large, it may lead to suboptimal decomposition
results that fail to reflect the periodicity, trend, and other characteristics present in the
electricity data.
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In order to extract the periodic, trend, and random components from the sequence, a
special sliding window is designed in this study for time series segmentation. If the window
size is directly determined based on the length of the input sequence for the neural network,
it may result in difficulties in separating the trend and periodic components. Therefore, while
segmenting the sequence with the sliding window, the purpose of sequence decomposition
must be considered: to decompose the trend, periodic, and random components of the
sequence. Thus, it is necessary to design a sufficiently large window to encompass the
periodic and trend components of the load sequence and then perform decomposition on it.
To facilitate efficient model training, fixed-length component data are selectively extracted
from the posterior of the window. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Windowed CEEMDAN decomposition and IMF component extraction.

4. Design of LSTM Network for Time Series Analysis

To address the issues of gradient vanishing in RNN and overfitting in neural network
models during the training process, a power load prediction model based on LSTM and
CEEMDAN is proposed, taking into account the periodic, trend, and random components
in the electric load time series. This section primarily focuses on the overall network design
and some technical details.

4.1. Batch Normalization of Training Samples

During the training of LSTM, mini-batch gradient descent is commonly used as the
optimization algorithm. To ensure that each batch input in the hidden layers of the neural
network remains in the same distribution, batch normalization (BN) is often employed
to preprocess the data. This technique performs both proportional scaling and shifting
of the data. Let us assume a batch of samples denoted as P = {x1, x2, · · · xn}, and the
principles of BN are described in Equations (16)–(19). The structure of BN is illustrated
in Figure 3. The inclusion of the BN layer ensures that each mini-batch sample has the
same distribution, preventing the network from being biased toward fitting specific types
of samples. When combining the same sample with different samples to form a mini-batch
sample set, their outputs will differ. This operation can be understood as data augmentation,
and thus, the addition of BN partially addresses the overfitting problem. Laurent et al. [46]
introduced BN into the RNN model, which consisted of a five-layer LSTM network. The
experimental results indicated that vertical BN improved the convergence speed of the
parameters, but horizontal BN did not achieve the intended purpose. Similarly, for RNN,
Faraji et al. [47] also found that horizontal BN had poor performance. Additionally, when
the network had fewer layers, vertical BN did not produce the expected results and could
lead to overfitting. Recent research results suggest that the poor performance of horizontal
BN is due to improper scaling parameter settings, resulting in inefficient information
propagation. However, in this chapter’s context, considering the small scale of the electricity
consumption data, adding a BN layer before LSTM and adjusting the scaling parameter
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did not yield satisfactory results. Therefore, in the simulation process of this paper, the BN
layer was placed after the LSTM layer.

µP =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi (16)

σ2
P =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

(xi − µP)
2 (17)

x̂i =
xi − µP√

σ2
P + ε

(18)

yi = γx̂i + β (19)

If BN is applied in the K-1 layer, where µP represents the mean of the inputs to the
K layer unit for a batch of samples, σ2

P represents the variance of the inputs to the K layer
unit for the same batch of samples, and x̂i represents the normalized inputs, the model
then performs a proportional scaling and shifting operation to output yi. The scaling factor
and the offset, which are required for the transformation, are parameters that need to be
learned during model training.

K Layer

Batch 
Normalization

K-1 Layer

Figure 3. Batch Normalization.

4.2. Overfitting Mitigation with Dropout

There are many solutions currently applied to address the issue of overfitting in neural
network models, among which Dropout is a typical approach.

There are several reasons that can lead to overfitting, such as insufficient training data, an
excessive number of parameters, and excessive model complexity. In such cases, overfitting of
the model can result in high accuracy on the training set but poor performance on the test
set. To address this, various measures are commonly taken during neural network training
to mitigate overfitting. Dropout, as a commonly used technique for preventing overfitting
in neural networks, can effectively alleviate overfitting, improve the model’s generalization
ability, and significantly enhance its predictive power in practical applications.

Regularization is a common method used to prevent overfitting, typically achieved
by adding a regularization term to the cost function. On the other hand, Dropout directly
addresses overfitting by randomly deactivating certain neurons’ information flow during
training. As shown in Figure 4, during model training, Dropout randomly cuts off connec-
tions between neurons at a certain proportion, causing those neurons to not update their
weight matrices for that particular training iteration. In theory, Dropout not only achieves
regularization effects but also simplifies the training model. However, in practice, training
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complexity increases because, with the introduction of Dropout, weight matrix updates
become stochastic, leading to a doubling of training time [48].

Figure 4. Comparison between a Standard Neural Network (left) and a Dropout Neural Network (right).

4.3. Design of LSTM Network Model

The user load prediction model based on the LSTM network is shown in Figure 5. The
first layer of the entire network consists of LSTM units, where the output at the last time
step is utilized as a feature. This is because the output at the last time step can capture the
information from the entire time series and integrate it. Subsequently, BN and Dropout are
applied to alleviate the issue of overfitting. Finally, three fully connected layers are used to
enhance the learning capacity of the network and obtain the prediction results.

Each LSTM network in the model is responsible for predicting the IMF components
and residual components obtained from CEEMDAN decomposition. Therefore, these
networks can be executed in parallel.

Figure 5. Model architecture of the LSTM-based user load prediction.

5. Experimental Design and Result Analysis

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed model, this section conducts two sets
of experiments: sequence decomposition experiments in Section 5.1 and model predic-
tion comparison experiments in Section 5.2. The sequence decomposition experiments,
based on the actual measured data from smart meters in Ireland, analyze the reasons for
using sequence decomposition from an experimental perspective. The model prediction
comparison experiments compare the CEEMDAN-LSTM prediction model (experimental
group) with the RNN, LSTM, and EMD-LSTM prediction models (comparison group). The
stability of different prediction models is evaluated using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
while the accuracy of the models is assessed by Mean Absolute Error (MAE), reflecting the
actual prediction errors of each model.
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5.1. Experimental Analysis of Sequence Decomposition

To validate the generalization and diversity of the model, data from 50 randomly
selected users were used in the experiment. The first step of the experiment involved
decomposing the electricity consumption time series using CEEMDAN. The white noise
was added with an amplitude of 0.1 times the standard deviation of the original data, and
a total of 200 sets of white noise was added in CEEMDAN.

To avoid complexity in training due to excessively long input data, a sliding window
segmentation approach was adopted in this chapter. In order to decompose low-frequency
trend components, the sliding window should be set to a relatively large size. The specific
configuration is as follows:

1. The sliding window encompasses a 60-day data period, and the window is moved by
a uniform step size of 1;

2. After applying the decomposition to the data within each sliding window, the IMF
components are extracted by selectively capturing a fixed-length segment from the
rear end of the window.

To address the issue of endpoint effects in the algorithm, this study employs the
method of linearly extending the extreme points to handle the endpoints. Additionally, in
order to prevent the generation of an excessive number of IMF components, which could
lead to increased complexity in later training, the number of IMF components is set to 8.

Figure 6 illustrates the hourly load profile of a specific user, while Figure 7 depicts the
decomposition of the user’s hourly load profile. The vertical axis is measured in kW·h, and
the horizontal axis represents the sampling points with a sampling interval of 1 h. From
Figure 7 it can be observed that the original user’s load time series can be decomposed into
eight IMF components (IMF1-IMF8) and one residual component (RES). IMF1-IMF3 exhibit
high-frequency components without apparent regular patterns, representing the stochastic
components of the load sequence. IMF4-IMF7 exhibit significant periodicity, indicating
the periodic components of the original load. IMF8 and RES exhibit prominent trend
characteristics, representing the trend components of the load. From the perspective of
load characteristics, the load at any given moment can be composed of stochastic, periodic,
and trend components. By decomposing a load sequence using CEEMDAN technique,
we obtain sub-sequences representing periodicity, trend, and randomness. In a sense, this
decomposition precisely corresponds to the characterization of load properties.
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Figure 6. Hourly raw load profile of a specific user.
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Figure 7. Hourly raw load CEEMDAN decomposition of a specific user.

5.2. Experimental Evaluation of Model Prediction

To cater to different requirements, separate experiments were conducted for hourly
load and daily load prediction. For predicting the electricity consumption for the next
hour, the raw data were sampled at hourly intervals. Similarly, for predicting the electricity
consumption for the next day, the raw data were sampled at daily intervals. In this
experiment, a consistent approach was employed, utilizing 48 historical IMF component
values to forecast the IMF component values for the subsequent time period. The data
extraction and decomposition were performed using a sliding window technique. To
effectively extract the low-frequency trend components, the sliding window was set to a
relatively large size.

Due to the increased general applicability of the model, the electricity consumption
data from 50 users was utilized. The sliding window included a span of 60 days of data,
with a uniform step size of 1. The training dataset, sampled at a daily interval, consisted of
500 days of data. For the training set, the sliding window encompassed 180 days of data
with a step size of 1. After decomposition into IMF components, the data points at the end
of the window were extracted as a sequence. These data sequences were used for training,
while the data from the last 30 days were reserved as the test set.

The input configuration of the LSTM network is shown in Table 2. Longer input
lengths of historical data lead to more complexity in model training. This can significantly
decrease the speed of model training and even result in optimization difficulties. In
comparison to other models, the weight sharing mechanism of LSTM ensures that the
number of weights remains independent of the input length. Additionally, the training
process of backpropagation exhibits a linear growth relationship between training time
and parameter increase. However, to enhance the efficiency of model training and facilitate
comparative experiments, this study uniformly adopts 48 historical IMF component values
to predict the next IMF component value.

Table 2. LSTM input settings.

Predicted Time
Period Length Sampling Interval Single Input

Sequence Length Length of Input Data

One hour 1 h 48 2 d
One day 24 h 48 24 d

The model is constructed on the Keras platform and utilizes the CuDNNLSTM method
for optimizing LSTM training. The parameter configuration of the prediction model is
illustrated in Figure 8. Since the experiments uniformly employ the historical values of the
previous 48 time intervals to predict the value of the next time interval, the LSTM layer is
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unfolded for 48 time steps, and the output vector size of the LSTM is set to 81. Both the BN
layer and Dropout layer consist of 81 neurons. The Dense layer is composed of 3 layers,
with the respective number of neurons being 27, 8, and 1. The final output represents the
predicted IMF value for the next time interval. The batch size is set to 30, the learning rate
is 0.005, and the dropout probability is 0.5.

Figure 8. Visualization of model parameters.

To meet different requirements, the model predicts both hourly load and daily load. In
addition, it is compared with the current mainstream methods, including LSTM [8], EMD-
LSTM [9], and RNN [10]. Furthermore, the RMSE and MAE of the 50 users are statistically
analyzed. Figures 9 and 10 depict the hourly load and daily load prediction results for the
four models of a specific user. To provide a more accurate evaluation of the models, this
chapter adopts the evaluation metrics of RMSE and MAE, which are classical indicators for
load forecasting. The formulas for calculating these two metrics are as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (20)

MAE =

n
∑

i=1
|yi − ŷi|

n
(21)

where, n represents the total number of samples, ŷi represents the predicted value of the ith
test sample, and yi represents the actual value of the ith test sample. The specific prediction
errors are shown in Tables 3 and 4:

Table 3. Prediction errors of four models for hourly load of fifty users.

Model
Performance Metrics

RMSE MAE

LSTM 0.274 0.175
RNN 0.292 0.18

EMD-LSTM 0.265 0.167
CEEMDAN-LSTM 0.246 0.153
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Table 4. Prediction errors of four models for daily load of fifty users.

Model
Performance Metrics

RMSE MAE

LSTM 6.457 4.610
RNN 6.698 4.965

EMD-LSTM 6.353 4.330
CEEMDAN-LSTM 5.973 3.821

Sampling Points(sampling interval 1h)

Figure 9. Hourly specific load prediction.

Figure 10. Daily load prediction for a specific user.

From Tables 3 and 4, it can be observed that the CEEMDAN-LSTM model outper-
forms the LSTM, EMD-LSTM, and RNN prediction models in terms of both RMSE and
MAE metrics. The errors, whether measured by RMSE or MAE, are significantly smaller,
indicating that CEEMDAN decomposition does not lose the essential information of the
original sequence but rather distributes it among several relatively stable components. The
experiments demonstrate that the proposed CEEMDAN-LSTM model decomposes the
original data into multiple components with strong periodicity and clear trends. These
components can reflect the trend and periodic variations in user load, resulting in more
prominent prediction performance compared to a simple LSTM network. Overall, the
proposed method is effective and exhibits significantly lower prediction errors compared
to other comparative methods.
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6. Conclusions

With the increasing popularity of information technology, leveraging data from the
power grid to enhance the prediction of abnormal electricity consumption not only im-
proves the theft prediction capability of smart grids but also maintains the security and
stability of sub-grids. This paper analyzes the main methods currently applied in this field
along with their advantages and disadvantages, and proposes a prediction method based
on the combination of CEEMDAN and LSTM. CEEMDAN accurately characterizes the
instantaneous frequency features of different frequency components in the signal, allow-
ing it to adaptively represent the local transient characteristics of the signal and greatly
assist the load prediction model in exploring hidden temporal relationships. Additionally,
a multi-layer LSTM network is designed to independently predict different frequency
component parts, and the predicted results of the component data are reconstructed to
obtain the final electricity consumption prediction. This paper extensively investigates and
designs various aspects, including algorithmic requirements, data preprocessing, feature
extraction, model design and optimization, and model testing. Through experimental
validation, this prediction method proves to be suitable for nonlinear and non-stationary
electricity load forecasting. Through experimental verification, the proposed prediction
method exhibits a reduction in errors by 21%, 30%, and 13% compared to LSTM, RNN, and
EMD-LSTM prediction methods, respectively. This makes it a suitable forecasting approach
for non-linear and non-stationary electric load prediction.

In future work, we will enhance the accuracy of anomaly detection by introducing
artificially generated deceptive behaviors into the data. Additionally, we will incorporate
other variables into the experiments to reduce experimental errors.
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